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Developing optimal suspension system
of sport utility vehicle by application

anti-roll bar1

Golamhossein Soleimani1, 3, Majid Nouri
Kamari2, Amir Afkar2

Abstract. Optimal suspension system has a significant impact on vehicle performance, so,
enhancing optimal suspension system is one of the most efficient techniques, which could signifi-
cantly improve the vehicle ride and handling properties. In the present article, a double wishbone
suspension system often used in Sport Utility Vehicles (SUV) is modeled using ADAMS software.
Then, performance of suspension system are optimized by developing an anti-roll bar in a way that
ride comfort, handling and steerability of vehicle are improved. Then a suspension system on a
vehicle model is simulated in various road conditions and steering angles in ADAMS. The findings
revealed that the Anti-roll bar system by tuning the roll stiffness improves the vehicle performance.

Key words. Sport utility vehicle, handling, anti roll bar, double wishbone, vehicle lateral
dynamic, ADAMS.

1. Introduction

Vehicle performance, drivability and improving handling properties of the vehicle
are important issues among SUVs which can be achieved by optimum design of
suspension systems and using roll controlling systems. The vehicle roll angle should
be controlled in the predefined range [1–3] to enhance the stability and prevention
turnover over the maneuvers. Since SUV move in rugged desert roads with a lot of
roughness, designing optimal components of suspension system which can guaranty
vehicle stability is vital in automotive industry. Unlike passenger vehicles where
passenger’s comfort is the most important issue, the main objective of suspension
system’s design in SUV is handling properties and appropriate ride of the vehicle
in roads with rippling. Thus, double-wishbone suspension systems are used in SUV
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which provide favorable conditions in terms of handling properties in relation to other
suspension types. In previous work, the optimum ride of vehicles has been tried to
be obtained using geometric parameters or optimization of stiffness confident and
damping of suspension system [4, 5]. Or control systems including applying active
front steering, active suspension systems and direct yaw moment control systems.
The previous works also have not considered the impact of geometry and suspension
type in handling conditions [6, 7]. Kanarachosa and Kanarachos [8] proposed a
method to design an intelligent suspension system with the objective to overcome
the trade-off barrier by using the hybrid evolutionary approaches based on genetic
algorithm. They tuned the suspension system to achieve optimal performance based
on ride conditions. In this paper we developed an anti-roll bar mechanism and
optimal suspension geometry to achieve proper handling properties and minimized
roll angle and lateral acceleration to keep the stability.

2. Geometric parameters of suspension system

This article evaluates the effect of geometric parameters of heavy vehicle’s sus-
pension system which has been schematically show in Fig. 1 in handling and stability
of vehicle in order to optimally design geometric parameters of vehicle’s suspension
system.

Fig. 1. Heavy tactical vehicle’s chassis

The angle of Camber is one of the most important kinematic factors which has
significant effect in better handling of vehicle. Camber angle is the angle of wheel’s
axis from the front with vertical line which is positive if it is toward inside of the car
and is negative if it is toward outside of the car. This angle causes uniform pressure
distribution of vehicle weight on the rubber surface. Advantage of optimum Camber
is stability in driving because it increases reliance surface and lowers the center of
gravity.

The important note in geometric parameters of suspension system is effectiveness
and geometrical relation of each of the parameters with the camber angle. In other
words, changes of Camber angle affect each of the geometric parameters of the sus-
pension and dynamic system of vehicle (Lateral forces exerted on the tire). It has
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been shown for step handling input that forces created in tire due to Camber angles
and handling can have a detrimental effect on vehicle stability. Also, minimizing
Camber changes increases the reliance of tires and road, improves vehicle stability,
improves control and ride and reduces tires wear out. For this purpose, we tried
to minimize Camber angle changes to optimize geometric parameters of suspension
system. These changes can be due to vertical displacement and twisting of vehicle’s
body. For this purpose, double-wishbone suspension system used in SUV has been
initially modeled in Adams software in this article and then mechanism and geome-
try of suspension system has been optimized by evaluation of geometric parameters
and angles of wheel and suspension system in different vehicle maneuvers caused by
vertical displacement (roughness of the road) and vehicle’s twist in a way that stabil-
ity and handling of vehicle increases in different conditions. Figure 2 shows changes
of camber angle in two modes of positive and negative for the sample suspension
system.

Fig. 2. Vehicle body while rolling

3. Geometric modeling of suspension system

3.1. Force distribution

Side view front wheel SLA front suspension is illustrated in Fig. 2 and the dynamic
equations are presented as follows:∑

MAB = 0, FUSh = FB ⇒ FUS = FB
a

h
,

∑
Fx = 0, FUS − FLS + FB = 0 ,

FLS = FB

(
1 +

a

h

)
. (1)

Also, the dynamic model of vehicle for longitudinal force, lateral force, and total
torques applied to vehicle in x and z directions are presented as follows [9]:∑

Fx = Fxfl + Fxfr + Fxrl + Fxrr , (2)
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Fig. 3. Load distribution

∑
Fy = Fyfl + Fyrl + Fyrl + Fyrr , (3)∑

Mz = a(Fyfl + Fyfr)− b(Fyrl + Fyrr)

+
T

2
[(Fxfl + Fxrl)− (Fxfr + Fxrr)] +

4∑
i=1

Mzi , (4)

∑
Mx = −msh(v̇ + ru) + (msgh− kΦ)Φ− CΦΦ̇ . (5)

In the above equations, F and M present force and momentum acting on the
tire, respectively, T , a, and b are vehicle track and distance of the center of gravity
to front and rear axles, respectively, CΦ and kΦ are damping and stiffness ratios of
vehicle roll direction, and ms is the vehicle sprung mass.

In the investigated case, T = 1.5m, a = 1.2m, b = 1.4m, CΦ = 150000Ns/rad,
kΦ = 40000N/rad, and ms = 1800 kg.

3.2. Anti-roll bar design

Anti-roll bar is a part of suspension system of majority of light and heavy vehicles
which assist in reduction of roll angle over the rapid maneuvers or crossing the path
with roughness. Anti-roll bar links two wheels of axel (left/right) through short lever
arms which are connected to a coil-spring. In fact, anti-roll bar increases hardness
of suspension system and its resistance to roll in turns independent from its spring
rate.

Harder bar requires more power to move left and right wheels relative to each
other. This factor increases the amount of power required to roll the body and is
given as

Q =
104T 2K2d4

R2L
. (6)
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In order to design anti-roll bar, we will consider torsion equation of vehicle based
on equation (6)

msgh sinΦ+msayh cosΦ =

∑
r,f

T 2

2
k +

∑
r,f

ktARB

Φ , (7)

wherems is the mass of suspension (kg), g is the gravitational acceleration (9.81m/s2),
h denotes the height of the center of gravity of the vehicle (m), Φ stands for the roll
angle, ay represents the lateral acceleration of the vehicle (m/s2), T is the transverse
distance of springs (m), r and f denote the front and rear indexes, k denotes the
spring vertical stiffness (N/m) and ktARB is the torsional stiffness of anti-roll bar.
The term inside of the bracket indicates car’s torsional stiffness in equation (7).

4. Results

4.1. The results of the anti-roll bar design

In order to evaluate the effect of adding anti-roll bar to SUV, this vehicle has
been modeled in ADAMS software and has been placed under handling maneuvers.

4.1.1. Handling maneuver. The vehicle performs a double redirect maneuver
at a speed of 70 km/h in this maneuver results for without anti-roll bar (sus1),
with anti-roll bar (sus2) and desired (sus3) are presented in Figs. 4 and 5 for lateral
acceleration and velocity, respectively. Also, body roll angle with and without anti
roll-bar are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7.

Fig. 4. Lateral velocity

As it can be observed, slipping of tires as well as the amount of body roll are
reduced by adding anti-roll bar. This means that the designed anti-roll bar has
improved ride behavior of the vehicle. Improved vehicle’s handling and stability
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Fig. 5. Lateral acceleration

Fig. 6. Body roll angle without anti-roll bar

mean better and higher security for the vehicle and especially the sensitive load
which is being carried.

4.1.2. Vehicle’s handling maneuver. In this maneuver, the vehicle moves at the
speed of 60 km/h on a rugged road. As it can be observed, adding the designed
anti-roll bar has not had negative effect on roll function of the vehicle, thus it can
be seen that vehicle’s handling has not been changed along with increasing vehicle
stability, and ultimately vehicle dynamic behavior has been improved.
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Fig. 7. Body roll angle with anti-roll bar

4.2. The results of designing torsion bar for independent
axis

Modeling coil-spring of 3rd and 4th axis of super heavy vehicle was carried out in
ADAMS software. Coil springs have been simulated in ADAMS dynamics software
in this section and then this super heavy vehicle will be tested with new springs in
ride and handling maneuver.

It can be observed based on diagrams of Figs. 8 and 9 that even though amounts
of Camber angle caused by displacement and twists in the positive direction of the
coordinates of the vehicle are higher than negative direction, the changes in camber
angle are relatively symmetric. Changes of camber angle increase by increasing
angle of roll or bump height which shows tendency of wheel toward outside of the
vehicle and its instability but it can be observed that these Camber changes are
lower for optimum suspension system compared to camber changes in non-optimum
suspension system which shows better stability of the vehicle with optimized double-
wishbone suspension. In this maneuver similar to turning maneuver, optimized
suspension system has been able to pass the road with the least lateral deviation in
addition to preserving the stability of the vehicle by adding anti-roll bar and torsion
bar.

5. Conclusion

In this article, modeling of heavy vehicle’s suspension system has been done for
SUV in ADAMS software. Then we tried to optimize geometric characteristics of
suspension system using geometric equations governing the suspension system with
the aim of minimizing Camber angle changes by adding anti-roll bar and optimized
torsion bar. Then sensitivity analysis and changes in suspension geometry parame-
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Fig. 8. Changes of Camber angle due to bump

Fig. 9. Body roll angle

ters caused by inputs of bump and vehicle rolls were compared for three modes of
non-optimal, optimal with anti-roll bar and optimal with torsion bar. The results
show that the maximum camber angle and its range are reduced with optimizing
the geometrical parameters. It can also be observed with examining the suspension
system under transient conditions that camber angle changes in the steady state
have fluctuations in non-optimized mode which can change the forces exerted on
tire and reduce vehicle handling. But these fluctuations have fallen sharply by op-
timizing the suspension system and system reaches steady-state faster. In the next
step, Simulation of movement of vehicle during two standard maneuvers of turning
and changing direction has been carried out for lateral dynamic variables of vehicle
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with a comprehensive modeling of SUV in ADAMS software to evaluate conditions
to control the direction, Handling, ride and stability of vehicle. Results of the simu-
lation show that the type of suspension system and geometric parameters of it have
significant effect on handling, stability and prevention of overturning of vehicle. In
conclusion we found that the optimal design of suspension with anti-roll bar for
SUVs significantly can improve the vehicle stability and maneuverability over the
rough maneuvers.
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